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The Honorable Tom Davis
Ranking Minority Member
Committee on Oversight and Govemment Reform
U.S. House ofRepresentatives
B-350B Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Davis:

Thank you for your letter ofApril 16, 2008, in which you request an investigation ofthe
role ofPresident Clinton in the establishment ofozone standards established by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in 1997. You have requested that the Committee seek
records from the National Archives relating to this issue.

As you may recall, these standards have already been exhaustively examined by
Consress. In the 105th Congress, there were approximately thirty days of hearings in at least ten
Committees on this topic. I EPA Administrator Carol Browner personally testified over. dozen
times regarding the standards!

I Senate Subcommiuel:l on Clean Air, Wct1IInds, Private Property. md Nuclear Safety, Committee on
Environment and Public Works, Clean Air' Act: Ozone and Particulate Matter Standards, 105th Cong. (Field
Hcaringbeld in Oklahoma City, OK) (Februaly 5, 1997) (S. Rpt. 105-0050, ptl); Senate Subcommittee on Clean
Air. Wetlands, Private Property, and Nuclear Safety, Committee on Environment and Public Works. Clean Air Act:
Ozone andParticulate Matter Standards. lOSth Congo (FebruSl)' 12, 1997) (8. Rpt. 105-0050, pll); Senate
Suboommi.tb:e on Clean Air, Wct1Bnds. PrivItC Property, and Nuclear Safety, Committee on Environment and
Public Works. Clean A.ir Act: Ozone andParticulate MaUer Standtuds, IOStll Cong. (March 3, 1997) (S. Rpt. 10S
0050, pl}); House Subcommittee on Energy and Environment,. Committee on Science, Science Behind the
Environmental Protedion Agency'a (EPA '8) ProposedRevl8tom to the National A.mblent Air Quality Strmdartblor
Ozone and Particulate Matter, Part I, l05th Congo (March 12. 1997); Scnate Subcommittee on VA, HUD, and
Independent Agencie8, CommiUeo on Appropriations, ApprupriatiofllJ Hearing on EPA, lOsth Cong (April 8, 1997);
House Subcommittee on Health and Environment and House Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations,
Committee on Commerce, Rsview o/EPA. '.I Proposed Omne andParticulate Matter NMQS Revidons, 105tb Cong.
(April 10, 1997); House Subcommittee on VA.HUD, Independent Agencies Appropriations, Committee on
Appropriations. AppropriatiorlS Hearing on EPA, 105th Cong. (April 1S, 1997); House Subcommittee on National
Economic Growth, Natural ResOurce8, and Rogulatory Affairs. Committee on Government bform und Oversight,
EPA. '.I Proposed Standardsfor Partic1l1ate Matter and Ozon«: 13 EPA Above the Law?, l05th Congo (April 16,
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Our own Committee cooducted an investigation of tile malter. Subcommittee Chainnan
David Mcintosh senl1etters of inquiry to numerous agencies, including the Office of

1997); House Subcommittee 011 Health and Environment fIJId HoUle Subcommittee .on OvCll'light IIId Investigations,
Committee on Commerce Revkw 01EPA '3 Proposed 02011. "rid Part;cu/"te Matter NAAQS RroJl.JioM, lOStb Cong.
(April 17, 1997); HOWCl Subcommittee on Nationll1 Economic Growth, Natural h60urCOI, aud Regulator)' Affairs,
Committee on Government Reform and Ovcnight, EPA. ',I Propcned Standurrbfor PQ1'tlcuJatfl Matter "nd OzOU' 11
EPA Above the Law?, lOSth Cone. (April 17, 1997): Houso Subcommittee on Forestry, Rosoun;c COD5ervation, and
Research, CommittClo on Agriculture. Oversight ofAir QIlaltty /IIIIM Relating to the AgrlCllIIJIrQ/ Industry, to!lth
Cong. (Aprll23, 1997): House Subcommittee on NmionaJ Btonomic Growth, Natural RcSOW'CIC!I, and Regulatory
Affain, Commiueo on Govenuncnt Rofonn md Ovcnigbt. EPA " Proposed Stt:tndtvdJ/or PArlwlllm. Matter and
(R""" b EPA Above.he Law?, IOStll Ccns- (April2l, 1m); Sc:_ SUbcommi.... OIl Cloon Air, WetI",ds,
Priy~ Property, md NuckaJ SIfdy. CommittDc on EDviromncnt and Puhl~Worb, CfBa1I Air Act: (bone atuJ
Pun1c>lJate Motter Stattd4rd>. 105t11 Colli- (Api124. 1997) (S. J\i<. 1<1S.ooSO. pt.2); _ Subcomm_ CHI

ClAD. Air, wetlands. Private Ploperty and Nucle:tW" Safety ad Senate Commincoon Enviroomcot and Public
WOW, Clean A.. Ael' 0.0... and p.,lIcvkiJe M_ SW"/Drd<, 10Stb Ccns- (Api129, 1997) (S.!tI'I. IOS.oosO,
pU); House SubcooJmittec on Hcaltb.lDd Envinmm.erlt and. SUbcommitIee on Oversight and.lnvatiptious,
CommiJtec OIlCom~Rev'~o/EPA. '3 Omtte andParrlClilate Alat/Q N..u.~Rnllloru, PQt't 2, IOStb. Cong.
(May I, 1997); House Suboouxnittce on Boc:rgy and BIlviroamcot, Committco 00. Science. $cimcc Behind the
_1r<1rI1rIent<d-.o/'e (EPA 'I) l'ropoIulRnk_ I. 0.. NQ//onQIAmbIontAJr Qwcllty Sltmdanbjor
Orcme tmd particll/az. Malta, Part', 10S1h Cong. (May 7, 1991); HOUR Subcommittee co Hca1tb and
EDviromMmt ad Subrnnmfnec (lIl 0v1:ni&ht and Inveatiplions. CommittDc OIl Commerce. Rnfew ofEPA '"
Propo.redQrone tlftdParliadate Molter MUQ8~1.tIoIu, PlITt'. IOSth Qq. (M->, t, 1997); HOUle
SU~iUce on Hcahh and Envirooment and Subcommittee on Ovcl"lighland lnvesdp1ioos, Committee on
CoInIDetCC, Rev/~ o/EPA.', Ozone arulPQ1'tJctdate Matter NA.AQS RniJslcJ1v, Part 2. IOSth Cong. (May IS, 1997);
Houle Subcommittee: on BoorD and Envirorment, Committee on Science, SciMCIJ B.hi"d rhe Environmrl1ltal
ProtectIon Agency', (EPAJ Propoled Rev;"irnu to tIM National AmbIentAir (JuQlity standard! for Ozone and
Particulate Matter, Part 3, 10'th Cong. (M1lY 21, 1991); SonaIo Committee on Agriculture. Nutrition, und Forestry,
EPA', Clean A:1r RegultJIJom andAgriculture, 10Stb Cona. (lui)" 22. 1997) (8. Rpt. 10$..oS90); Senlto
Subcommittee on Clem Mr, Wetlands, Private Property, IUd Nuclcar SIIfet)'", Committee on Environmont IIDd
Public Works, Clean Air Act: (hom andParlicvlat. Matter Standards, 10Stb Cong. (July 24, 1997) (S. Rpt. 10'·
0050, pt.2); House Subcommitklo OD Commercial and Administrative Law, Committee on the Judiciary, OverIlght
EPA', Rillursa!mgs on the NatfonaJ Ambient Ab' Quality StandordfOf' Par1icuJtlta Matt" and (hOM, IOSth Cong.
(July 29, 1991); HOUSCl Commit1lclC on Agriculture. EPA', NfllIorrrll A,"bienl Air QuaIItyStmuklrdl FOf" Grone and
PM2.J. 10StIICcns- (ScpIcmbc:< 16, 1997); _Subcommillcc CHI Mmu_gand Compo1iliv.......
Committee on Commerce, Scieo.ce, and TnmIportation, Impact ofEPA', NewA.iT QsuJltIySkmdardzon u.s. SmoD
ManvjactvringJobI and CmopeIiIiv....., IOStll Ccns- (ScpIcmbc:< 24, 1997) (S. Rpt. 105-013.); H..... CommitU:o
OIl R.cIouR:cs, Ow!r.right H«ITtng onl&fVU Swrolmdbtg lb. ofFin a.J a Management 1'001 QtU/ ltllWu and
BUIIjiU (II thq /Ulat. to die H.alth oftheNadonal Fora". and the EPA 'or NatfonaJ hlbiMI Air QtmJiJy
StandDrtb, 10StII Ccns- (Sc:pcembm' 30, 1997); 1Iou.. Subcommit1oco DO HoaIIh ODd IlDviromDlIlt one! Subcomm_
tID 0vcnigh1: and lnveatipti.oos., Committee on CommCf'Ce, l",p1eM81Jtation ofthe Clean AIr Act Nanonal A,"bimt
AIr QwclilySt""""'d> R""f8_fiw azo". and Particolat, Matt", IOStII Ccns- (October I, 1997); Sen...
Subcommittee on Clean Air, Wetlands, PriV8l:e Property. IIld Nuclear Safety. Scute CommiUoo on Enviromncnt
llIId Pub& Worb, o.cm. andParti",,/ate Mattei' &learch Act of1997. 105tb Cona. (0c1nbm' 22. 1997) (S. Rpt
IOS-OOSS).

2 American Aasocislion for the Advancement ofSciencc, Debate over Air Quality Standards ln1emifics
(JWle 1997) (online at http:/twww.aaas.OTJI.spplcstclpnclpubaistclbuUetinlarticlesl6-97/caa2.htm).
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Management and Budget (OMB), EPA, and the White House Council ofEconomic Adviso....'
The scope ofthese requests was expansive, and the Subcommittee received a voluminous record.

Mr. McIntosh requested that OMB "produce all records related to [Office of Information
and Regulatory Affairs] OIRA's review ofthe proposed rules.... In response to this and other
congressional requests, OMB produced thousands ofpagcs ofdocuJrrents. including intcma1
White Houac communications, and apparently withheld only "two memoranda to the Presidcnl
from senior adviaors within the Executive Office of the President"' Mr. McIntoah'.
subcommittee also interviewed OMB and EPA officials involved in the rulem.kjng, Clean Air
Scientific Advisory Committee (CASAC) scientists, stale and local authorities, and economic
and policy analysts,' In response to requests from Mr. Mcintosh, EPA sent the Subcommittee
over 30 pages ofwritten responses to questions nnd provided the Subcommittcc with boxes of
responsive documents. For your convenience, I am enclosing letters from both EPA and OMB
that respond to Chairman McIntosh's inquiries.

This record demonstrates that CO"&IeSS, especially our Committee, spcrcd no effort in
conducting oversight over the Clinton rolemaking. It also shows that the Clinton Administration
was extraordinarily responsive to our Comminec's extensive demands fur interviews and
documents.

Your April 16, 2008,lettcr also expresses concern that EPA Administrator Carol
Browner may have disregarded the opinion ofEPA's Clean Air Scientific Advisory Committee,
citing a Wall Street Journal editorial that quoted Dr. George Wolff, the Genera1 Motors scientist
and former chair of CASAC. In fact, Dr. Wolffwrote EPA Administrator Browner:

It was the conacnsus of the Panel that EPA's selection ofozone as the surrogate for
controlling photochemical oxidants is correct. It was also the conaensus of the Panel that
an 8-hour standard was more appropriate for a human health-based standard than a 1
hour standard. The Panel was in unaninuJus agreement that the present I-hour standard

1 HOUR CommiDce on Govll:lllDJDCDl hform. and Ovcnight. htterlm RqxNt a/1M ActtviIiG oftM HOlJn
eo....itt..... G""""",,BIJI Rofonr and Ownight, lClSIh CcoFos (M>o<h 1991).

.. Leucr from Rep. David. M. McIntosh. Chairman. National Bconomk: Growth. Natural JlcsOUlCCI, and
:Resulato:y Atfain, Committee on GovcmmcDt Reform and Oversight, to Sally Katzen, Adminlstratm, Office of
Infonnation IDd Regulatory Af'f'aln, Office ofManagoment and Budgat (Jill. 17, 1996).

'Lettar from Sally Ka1zen, Administrator, OfBco oflnfonntdion IUd Regulator)! Affain, Office of
MlDagcment and Budget, to hp. Tum BlUe)", CbairmID, House Committee on Commerce (M1r. 7, 1997).

, HouJo Committee on Govcmm.ent Reform IIDd Oversight 1 lnterim Report ofthe Am.vilios of1be House
CommiIloo on Govenmu:DtlW"llClD aod 0Y0nisb~ lClSth Coagroos (MMch 19'JI).
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be elimjnAted lII1d "",laced with an 8-hour standard.... It was also !he consensus ofthe
Pane! that 1hc form of the 8-hr standard be more robust !han the present !-hour standard.7

Dr. Wolffalso Slated: ·"it was !he COD!OllSU! ofthe Panel that the ranges of
concenlratiOIlJ lII1d allowable exoecdencea proJ7Oled by the Agency were appropriate.'" I have
enclosed a copy of Dr. Wours 1etter for your convenience.

For these reasons, I do not believe we need to expand this investigation into actions that
were taken eleven years ago and already thoroughly examined by Congress.

Finally, I appreciate your request for a witness from OMB. Earlier this week, I invited
the Director of OMB or his designee to appear before 1hc Committee in order to llIlliwer any
qucstiOIlJ you may bave.

I hope this response addresses your concerm.

Sincerely,

Heory A. Waxman
Chairman

Enclosures

7 LolO:r from In. GllOrF T. Wolff, Clair, Cicoo Air Sclonlif'" Advisory~ to1bc Hooorable
Cloul M. Browner, Administrator, U.S. EPA (Nov. 30, Jm~

• Letter from Dr. George T. Wolff, Chair. Clean Air ScientifIC Advisory Committee, to the Honorable
c.rol M. Brown.., Administrator, U.S. EPA (Nov. 30, 1995).



UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

FEB '- 8 1997

OFFICE OF
AIR AND RADIATION

Honorable David M. McIntosh
Chairman
Subcommittee on National Economic Growth,

Natural Resources, and Regulatory Affairs
Committee on Government Reform and Oversight
House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This is in response to your letter of January 24, 1997 to
Administrator Browner. In your letter, you requested that the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) provide certain information
in response to your inquiries concerning the proposed national
ambient air quality standards (NAAQS) for particulate matter (PM)
and ozone (°3 ). The EPA's response is presented below in the
format you requested: a restatement of your question, followed
by the Agency's answer.

1. Regulatory Flexibility Act. The Subcommittee is
concerned that EPA has not properly evaluated or considered the
impacts of the proposed rules on family-run businesses and other
small entities in its decision making. The Regulatory
Flexibility Act (RFA), as amended by the Small Business
Regulatory Enforcement Fairness Act, requires you to prepare an
initial regulatory flexibility analysis of the proposed rules'
effects on small businesses and on other small entities. The
EPA'S certification that the proposed NAAQS will not have a
significant economic impact on a substantial number of small
entities and its refusal to comply with other requirements of the
RFA is insupportable.

(a) Please state whether EPA will conduct an initial
regulatory flexibility analysis and publish a new set of proposed
rules that complies with the RFA.

For the proposed NAAQS, EPA analyzed the potential impacts
on small entities of implementing the NAAQS as part of the
Regulatory Impact Analyses it prepared for the proposals.

RecycledlRecycllble • Prlnted wlh Vegetable OIl Based Inks on 100% Recycled Paper (40"" Postconsumer)
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However, as described below, an initial regulatory flexibility
analysis (IRFA) requires analysis that cannot be done at this
stage of the NAAQS process. An IRFA is to look at how the rule
could be designed to include special provisions for small
entities. NAAQS are not susceptible to this type of analysis
because they do not establish requirements applicable to small
entities. Instead, the NAAQS establish performance standards
that States are primarily responsible for meeting. Decisions
regarding what entities must comply with what regulations in what
timeframes are thus not made until later.

The Regulatory Flexibility Act (RFA) requires that an agency
prepare an IRFA for a rule unless the agency certifies that the
rule "will not, if promulgated, have a significant economic
impact on a substantial number of small entities" (RFA sections
603 and 605(b)). For rules like the NAAQS, the RFA, the Small
Business Regulatory Enforcement Fairness Act (SBREFA) and federal
caselaw all make clear that agencies may properly certify that
the rule will not have a significant impact on a substantial
number of small entities. For the reasons stated in the NAAQS
proposals and further explained below, the Agency properly made
such a certification and therefore did not conduct an IRFA for
the NAAQS.

The RFA provisions governing the content of regulatory
flexibility analyses illustrate that the point of those analyses
is to determine how a rule will impact the small entities that
must comply with the rule and how the agency issuing the rule can
design the rule to minimize that impact. Specifically, sections
603 and 604 require that regulatory flexibility analyses identify
the types and estimate the numbers of small entities "to which
the proposed rule will apply" (sections 603(b) (3) and 604(a) (3)).
Similarly, they require a description of the "projected
reporting, record keeping and other compliance requirements of
the proposed rule, including an estimate of the classes of small
entities which will be subject to the requirement" (sections
603(b) (4) and 604(a) (4)). At the heart of the analyses is the
requirement that agencies identify and consider "significant
regulatory alternatives" that would "minimize any significant
economic impact of the proposed rule on small entities" (sections
603(c) and 604(a) (5)). Among the types of alternatives agencies
are to consider are the establishment of different "compliance or
reporting requirements or timetables" for small entities and
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exempting small entities IIfrom coverage of the rule, or any part"
of the rule (section 603(c) (1) and (4)).

The findings and purpose section of the RFA confirms that
regulatory flexibility analyses are to identify and address the
impacts of rules on small entities subject to the rule. IIIt is
the purpose of this Act to establish as a principle of regulatory
issuance that agencies shall endeavor, consistent with the
objectives of the rule and of applicable statutes, to fit
regulatory and informational requirements to the scale of the
businesses, organizations and governmental jurisdictions subject
to regulation ll (PL 96-354, section 2(b)).

The SBREFA reinforces the conclusion that the RFA is aimed
at rules that establish requirements that small entities must
meet. Section 212(a) of SBREFA requires that an agency issue a
"small entity compliance guide" for "each rule . . . for which an
agency is required to prepare a final regulatory flexibility
analysis under section 604 11 of the RFA. The guide is "to assist
small entities in complying with the rule" by "explain [ing] the
actions a small entity is required to take to comply" with the
rule (SBREFA section 212(a)). Obviously, it makes no sense to
prepare a small entity compliance guide for a rule that does not
apply to small entities, so SBREFA stands as further confirmation
that regulatory flexibility analyses are intended to address
rules that establish requirements small entities must meet.

The Federal courts also take this view. The United States
Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit recently affirmed an
earlier decision holding that the impacts of concern under the
RFA are the impacts of a rule on the small entities subject to
the requirements of the rule. United Distribution Companies v .
.EERC, 88 F.3d 1105, 1170 (D.C. Cir. 1996) (II [N]o [regulatory
flexibility] analysis is necessary when an agency determines
'that the rule will not have a significant economic impact on a
substantial number of small entities that are subject to the
requirements of the rule, III citing Mid-Tex Elec. Co-op v. FERC,
773 F.2d 327, 342 (D.C. Cir. 1985) (emphasis added by
United Distribution court)).

As you know, new or revised NAAQS are based on the air
quality criteria issued under section 108 of the Clean Air Act,
and set at levels sufficient to protect the public health and
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welfare from the adverse effects of the pollutant of concern.
Once a NAAQS is set or revised, the States are primarily
responsible for ensuring attainment and maintenance of it. Under
title I of the Act, States develop State implementation plans
(SIPs) containing control measures as needed to attain and
maintain a level of air quality that complies with the NAAQS.

Under this framework, the proposed NAAQS, if adopted, would
not establish any requirements applicable to small entities.
Instead, the standards would establish levels of air quality that
States would achieve by adopting plans containing specific
control measures for that purpose. State regulations
implementing a NAAQS may establish requirements applicable to
small entities, but the NAAQS itself does not. NAAQS rulemakings
are thus not susceptible to regulatory flexibility analysis as
prescribed by the amended RFA. They establish no requirements
applicable to small entities, and thus afford no opportunity for
the Agency to fashion for small entities less burdensome
compliance or reporting requirements or timetables or exemptions
from all or part of the rules. Moreover, since NAAQS are not
applicable to small entities, there would be no point in issuing
small entity compliance guides under SBREFA for them.

For these reasons, EPA appropriately certified that the 0 3

and PM NAAQS rulemaking actions will not, if promulgated, have a
significant economic impact on a substantial number of small
entities within the meaning of the RFA. The Agency thus will not
conduct an initial regulatory flexibility analysis for the
proposed NAAQS.

As noted above, the Agency did conduct analyses of the
possible impact on small entities of potential State approaches
to implementing any revised NAAQS. These analyses provide as
much insight into the potential small entity impacts of
implementing revised NAAQS as can be provided at this point in
the NAAQS process. The Agency has also taken steps to ensure
that small entities' voices are heard and considered in the NAAQS
rulemakings and in the development of potential strategies for
implementing any revised NAAQS. With Jere Glover, Chief Counsel
for Advocacy of the Small Business Administration (SBA), we have
convened a panel modeled on the RFA panel process to solicit and
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convey small entities' concerns with the proposed NAAQS
revisions. The first meeting in this process was held January 7,
1997 ~ith representatives of SBA and the Office of Management and
Budget (OMB) attending; the second meeting is scheduled for
February 28, 1997. We plan to complete panel reports based on
these meetings and to consider the panel reports in making final
decisions about revising the NAAQS.

The Agency also intends to conduct one or more additional
panels in conjunction with our efforts to develop materials for
State implementation, the precise elements of which are in flux.
However, regardless of the ultimate composition of the
implementation materials, we intend to analyze and address the
possible impact on small entities of potential State approaches
to implementing any revised NAAQS and to employ panel procedures
before issuing any proposed guidance or rules concerning State
implementation of revised NAAQS. These steps will include:
assessing to the extent possible any potential impact on small
entities of NAAQS implementation by the States; conducting small
entity outreach on those issues; preparing an interagency panel
report on small entities' concerns and recommendations with
respect to implementation issues; and completing an analysis of
any potential small entity impacts in light of the panel report.
The Agency will then consider whether to make any changes in
light of the report. Together with the aforementioned panel on
the NAAQS themselves, these procedures will ensure that we
identify and carefully consider small entities' concerns with the
potential effects of implementing revised NAAQS in a timely way.

(b) Please produce all records relating to the requirements
or applicability of the RFA to the proposed rules, including any
legal advice or opinions from EPA's Office of General Counselor
any other officer or employee in the executive branch.

In response to your request, the Agency offices involved in
addressing the issue of the NAAQS proposals and the RFA were
asked to search for all responsive records. Included in the
search request were the Office of the Administrator, the Office
of Air and Radiation (OAR) (particularly the Office of Air
Quality Planning and Standards and Office of Policy Analysis and
Review within OAR), the Office of General Counsel (OGC)
(particularly the Air and Radiation, Cross-Cutting Issues and the
Water Divisions within OGC) , the Regulatory Management Division
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within the Office of Policy Planning and Evaluation, and the
Office of Water. The Agency officials and staff within those
offices were given copies of your request, including the
instructions pertaining to document requests, and asked to search
their files, including their computer files.

We did not ask that the Offices search their back-up
computer tapes because it was unlikely such a search would yield
documents in addition to those being produced. The records we
are producing include many computer messages from the spring and
summer of last year when the Agency was addressing the issue of
the NAAQS proposals and the RFA. Most EPA offices' back-up tapes
do not extend back more than two or three months. As you know,
searches of back-up tapes are very costly, and we believe
incurring such a cost is not warranted in this case.

The searches conducted by Agency officials and staff yielded
the enclosed records, which are summarized in the attached
inventory. We wish to note, however, that many of the records
are deliberative in nature or contain material subject to the
attorney-client privilege. In providing you with these records,
we are not waiving the Agency's ability to invoke exemption 5
under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) for deliberative or
attorney-client documents or the attorney-client privilege in
general. In addition, some of the records are personal (as
opposed to Agency) records, and thus would not be subject to FOIA
or discovery in a civil suit against the Agency. We therefore
request that you preserve their confidentiality by refraining
from providing privileged or personal records or copies of those
records, or from otherwise communicating the contents of those
records, to persons other than those with a need to know as part
of this oversight review. We have enclosed with this letter a
list of the records that indicates which records are personal or
covered by the attorney-client privilege, the deliberative
process privilege or both. Given the particular sensitivity of
the attorney-client privileged documents, we have also marked
them "privileged."

As you requested, we have sequentially numbered the records
responsive to your request, indicated which records are
responsive to which question, and submitted an inventory, since
the records together are more than 100 pages. We have also
indicated the source of each record, which we interpret to mean
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the EPA employee who had the record at the time of the request.
If there is any additional information you would like with
respect to these records, please contact Ms. Anderson at the
number noted above.

(0) With regard to any oral advice you or any senior EPA
official received on the requirements or applicability of the
RFA, please identify the parties to each conversation and the
substance of any advice.

At several meetings with senior Agency officials (Assistant
Administrator or above), the issue of the applicability of the
RFA to the NAAQS was discussed. The meetings occurred on July 2
and 16, 1996, with General Counsel Jonathan Cannon, and on July
17, 1996, with Deputy Administrator Fred Hansen, Assistant
Administrator Robert Perciasepe and Mr. Cannon and myself. One
or more of the meetings were attended by the following senior
Agency managers: Associate General Counsels Lisa Friedman, Susan
Lepow, and Alan Eckert, Senior Counsel to the Administrator
Margaret Schneider, Small Business Advocacy Chairperson Tom
Kelly, Deputy Director of the Office of Air Quality Planning and
Standards Lydia Wegman, and Deputy Director of the Office of
Science and Technology James Hanlen. Unscheduled, informal
conversations also took place at which the issue was discussed,
but we do not have a reliable means of determining when those
conversations occurred.

The oral advice provided to senior officials in these
meetings and conversations is reflected in, or was consistent
with, the Agency and personal records described above. Apart
from these records, we do not have a reliable means of
reconstructing what was said in the meetings and conversations,
which took place over six months ago. As indicated by the list
of the senior officials and managers participating in these
discussions, many people were involved, and it is highly unlikely
that we could accurately recount now all of the oral advice that
was given then. In light of the records we are providing, we
also question the usefulness of inherently less reliable post hoc
accounts. More fundamentally, whatever advice Agency officials
received, the basis for the decision Agency officials made is set
forth in the Federal Register notices proposing the revised
NAAQS, and it is on that basis that the Agency's decision should
be and will be judged.
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(d) Please explain why EPA changed its position on the need
to conduct regulatory flexibility analyses from that taken in
other air quality standard-setting rulemakings, such as the
sulfur dioxide NAAQS reproposal, and state who made the decision
to reverse EPA's position.

The Agency's basic approach to analyzing the potential small
entity impacts of implementing NAAQS has not changed over time.
In 1987, EPA established the PM10 NAAQS. In that rulemaking, the
Agency noted that NAAQS do not have a direct impact on small
entities, 52 FR 24654 (July 1, 1987), and that the potential
effect of proposed revisions could not be determined until States
decided how to implement them, 55 FR 10422 (Mar. 20, 1984).
Unable to answer the specific questions prescribed by the RFA,
EPA instead conducted the type of analysis it conducted for the
current NAAQS proposals; i.e., a general analysis of the possible
impacts on small entities of potential State strategies for
implementing the NAAQS. As here, the Agency ultimately certified
that the PM10 NAAQS would not have a significant economic impact
on a substantial number of small entities.

For the more recent decisions to retain the S02 NAAQS, EPA
similarly noted that analyzing the NAAQS' impact on small
entities would necessarily be speculative, given States' role in
implementing the standards. 53 FR 14938 (April 26, 1988)
(proposal). Again, the Agency performed the same kinds of
analyses as described above regarding the possible effects of
implementing the proposed regulatory alternatives, 59 FR 58974-75
(Nov. 15, 1994) (reproposal), and ultimately certified that its
decisions on the S02 NAAQS would not have a significant economic
impact on a substantial number of small entities. 61 FR 25577
(May 22, 1996) (primary standards); 58 FR 21358 (April 21, 1993)
(secondary standard) .

For some past NAAQS actions, EPA did label its analysis of
potential small entity impacts a "regulatory flexibility
analysis," even though all of the analyses, as in this case, were
general in nature and based on hypothetical State control
strategies. For the reasons discussed above, EPA has determined
that the kinds of analyses it is possible to conduct on the NAAQS
do not meet the terms of the RFA because of the inapplicability
of NAAQS to small entities. The Agency has thus decided that it
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is inappropriate to label such analyses as regulatory flexibility
analyses.

2. The Subcommittee also is concerned with EPA's refusal
to properly evaluate and consider overall costs and other
economic impacts of the proposed NAAQS in its decision making.
Based on the latest scientific knowledge, EPA's own Clean Air
Scientific Advisory Committee (CASAC) has concluded that it is
not possible to determine at what level to set the air quality
standards for PM and ozone in order to protect public health with
an adequate margin of safety. The panel has concluded that there
is no standard that will eliminate all risk, that only small
health differences separate the current ozone standard and the
most stringent proposed alternative, and that there are
significant uncertainties surrounding the relationship between
fine particulates and adverse health effects. Because there are
no bright scientific lines, EPA has recognized that setting these
standards entails inherent policy judgments.

(a) Unfunded Mandates Reform Act

(i) Given that the Agency has the discretion not to
change the existing air quality standards, and that setting any
new PM or ozone standard involves a policy judgment, please
explain in detail why EPA maintains that the provisions of the
Clean Air Act (Act) prohibit it from considering the effects of
the proposed changes on State, local, tribal governments and the
private sector and from selecting the least costly, most cost
effective, and least burdensome alternative that achieves the
objectives of the Act.

The Act requires a periodic (every 5 years) review of both
the scientific criteria and the air quality standards themselves.
As you indicate, the Act does not automatically require a
revision of the standards following such reviews. However, an
important question in the review of the standards is whether, in
light of the latest scientific and technical information
contained in the updated criteria document, the standards
continue to protect public health with an adequate margin of
safety. As discussed in greater detail in the responses to
questions 6 ad 8, the scientific evidence evaluated in the
criteria documents and staff papers for PM and ozone indicate
that large numbers of people experience adverse health effects
at levels below the current standards. The consensus of the
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CASAC Panel was that these documents provide an adequate
scientific basis for making regulatory decisions on the
standards.

Under section 109 of the Act, NAAQS levels are to be based
solely on the effects of air pollutants on public health and
welfare, and costs are not to be considered in setting them.
This principle has been strongly affirmed in a number of court
decisions since 1980. Natural Resources Defense Council v.
Administrator, 902 F.2d 962, 972-73 (D.C. Cir. 1990) (PM NAAQS),
vacated. in part. dismissed, 921 F.2d 326 (D.C. Cir.), certs.
dismissed, 498 U.S. 1075, cert. denied, 498 U.S. 1082 (1991);
Natural Resources Defense Council v. ERA, 824 F.2d 1146, 1157-59
(D.C. Cir.) (en banc) (sec. 112 standards for vinyl chloride);
American Petroleum Institute v. Costle, 665 F.2d 1176, 1185-86
(D.C. Cir. 1981) (ozone NAAQS) , cert. denied, 455 U.S. 1034
(1982) ; Lead Industries Ass'n v. EEA, 647 F.2d 1130, 1148-51
(D.C. Cir.) (lead NAAQS), cert. denied, 449 U.S. 1042 (1980). It
is the basis for EPA's conclusion that certain requirements of
the Unfunded Mandates Reform Act (UMRA) are inapplicable to NAAQS
decisions.

The UMRA section 202 requirement to prepare a written
statement assessing costs and benefits of a proposed or final
rule does not apply to rules, such as the NAAQS, for which the
Agency is prohibited from taking such assessments into account.
section 202 requires the assessment "unless otherwise prohibited
by law." The Conference Report for UMRA clarifies the meaning of
this phrase, stating that section 202 "does not require the
preparation of any estimate or analysis if the Agency is
prohibited by law from considering the estimate or analysis in
adopting the rule," as noted on page 3 of Sally Katzen's March
31, 1995, Memorandum for the Heads of Executive Departments and
Agencies regarding Guidance for Implementing Title II of S. 1
(see Enclosure A). The section 205 requirement "to select the
least costly, most cost-effective or least burdensome alternative
that achieves the objectives of the rule ll or to explain why such
alternative was not selected also does not apply, because section
205 applies only when a written statement is required under
section 202.

Even though these UMRA requirements do not apply to the
NAAQS, EPA bel.~eves it has the authority to help the States
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fashion implementation strategies that minimize the costs of
meeting NAAQS, and that are sensitive to impacts on State and
local governments. EPA has therefore undertaken extensive
efforts to address any State and local issues in State
implementation of the proposed NAAQS. These efforts include the
following:

• The EPA is holding meetings with State and local officials
on the potential impacts of implement ion of the standards.
The EPA is also analyzing the potential impact on State and
local government as they work with EPA to implement the
standards. The EPA's ongoing reanalysis of the RIA's will
contain information on these estimates and also analyze the
administrative costs to State and local governments, such as
the cost of developing State implementation plans.

• The EPA has created a subcommittee -- comprised of State and
local government officials, among other stakeholders -
under the Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA) to develop
the actual framework State and local governments may use to
implement a revised 0 3 or PM standard.

• Once that subcommittee has developed the implementation
strategy, EPA will again revise the RIA to reflect that
information.

• In the meantime, EPA has already significantly increased the
grant money it provides to State and local governments under
the Clean Air Act. The EPA included $2.75 million in its
1997 budget to help States establish a PM 2.5 monitoring
network. The Clinton Administration has requested an
additional $10.9 million for that purpose in its 1998
budget.

• Furthermore, over the past several months EPA has held
numerous meetings with State environment commissioners and
State and local air pollution control agency officials to
estimate the costs of implementing a revised 0 3 or PM
standard. In its 1999 budget request EPA intends to
reprogram grant funds to help defray additional costs
associated with any revised standards. As the Agency
develops its 1999 budget, we will assess the need for
additional grant funds to further support the States' work.
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Specific areas potentially needing additional grant funds
include: developing emission inventories; analyzing air
quality data; preparing area designations; drafting and
adopting needed rules; developing State implementation
plans; and implementing those State plans.

In summary, we believe that EPA's efforts constitute a
significant and substantial effort to address unfunded mandates
issues, even though UMRA is not formally applicable to the NAAQS
proposals.

(ii) Please produce all records relating to the
requirements or applicability of the Unfunded Mandates Refor.m Act
to the proposed rules, including any legal advice or opinions
from EPA's Office of General Counselor any other officer or
employee in the executive branch. In addition, please document
the Agency's efforts to consult with representatives of State,
local, and tribal governments to infor.m them about the effects of
the proposed rules and related regulatory actions and to respond
to their concerns.

In response to your request to produce all records relating
to the requirements on applicability of UMRA, we have produced
the records indicated by the inventory as responsive to this
question.

As discussed above, EPA has established a Subcommittee of
the Clean Air Act Advisory Committee (CAAAC) that includes
representatives of State, local, and tribal governments for the
purpose of providing advice and recommendations on how to develop
more cost-effective and common sense implementation programs. As
part of this process, EPA will respond to concerns raised when
developing new implementation programs. In addition, during the
development of the air quality surveillance requirements for both
PM2 . 5 and PM10 ' found in 40 CFR part 58, EPA consulted extensively
with State and local officials engaged in air quality monitoring.
To address concerns raised, appropriate revisions were made prior
to proposal. Comments received on the proposal from State and
local officials, as well as others, will be carefully considered
before final action is taken.

In addition, during November and December, 1996, EPA held
briefings on this topic for the National Governors Association,
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the u.s. Conference of Mayors, and the Council of State
Governments. The Agency also sent the following letters
informing outside parties about the proposed rules:

• On November 26, 1996, Administrator Browner wrote to all
Governors to inform them that she would soon be signing a
proposed rule to change the existing NAAQS for PM and ozone.

• On January 8, 1997, Administrator Browner and each Regional
Administrator wrote to the Mayors of cities potentially
affected by the proposed NAAQS rules to inform them of the
health basis of the proposals, and to inform them that EPA
would be conducting public hearings in Boston,
Massachusetts, Salt Lake City, Utah and Chicago, Illinois.

• On January 17, 1997. Administrator Browner and each Regional
Administrator wrote to the chairs of environmental
committees in the State Legislatures to inform them of the
health basis of the proposals.

• On January 31, 1997, Administrator Browner replied to a
letter written to her on December 19, 1996 from the chairs
of seven national associations requesting a 60 day extension
of the public comment period for the NAAQS proposal.
Administrator Browner informed the chairs of the
associations that EPA was going to request such an extension
from the court.

• On February 13, 1997, Administrator Browner wrote again to
the writers of the December 19, 1997 letter informing them
that we had received a 21 day extension of the public
comment period from the court.

(b) Executive Order 12866

(i) Executive Order 12866 requires the Agency to
"assess the costs and benefits of available regulatory
alternatives, including the alternative of not regulating" or, in
this case, not issuing new standards. Please provide all records
indicating the extent to which EPA has reviewed, evaluated, and
accounted for the following health benefits in determining the
need to propose new or revised PM and ozone standards at this
time: the progress that already has been made under the Act in
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reducing concentrations of both ozone and particulate matter, and
the projected health benefits attributable to attaining the
current NAAQS and complying with other Act programs.

The EPA has considered in its analysis of the new PM and ,0)

NAAQS both the progress that has been made under the Act in
reducing concentrations of both 0 3 and PM and projected health
benefits attributable to attaining the current NAAQS and
complying with other clean air programs. As detailed in the
RIA's (see Enclosures B and C), the analytical baseline used for
both the 0 3 and PM analyses reflects the emission reductions and
air quality improvements achieved through all relevant mandatory
control measures contained in the Act, such as Title I 0 3

nonattainment requirements for nitrogen oxides (NOx ) and volatile
organic compounds (VOC's), Title II mobile source controls, and
the sulfur dioxide controls under the Acid Rain Program among
others as of the forecast year 2007.

Further, the additional benefits and costs of attainment of
the current standards were assessed prior to analysis of the new
standards. Thus, the costs and benefits EPA has reported for the
proposed standards are both incremental to those associated with
implementation of other CAA requirements and attainment of the
current standards.

Based on our analyses, the benefits of partial attainment of
the new PM and 0 3 standards in 2007 incremental to implementation
of the Clean Air Act Amendments and partial attainment of the
current standards are estimated to be an additional $58 to $120
billion (1990$), while corresponding incremental control costs
are estimated to be an additional $7 to $9 billion (1990$).

(ii) Given the policy judgments involved, explain in detail
why it would be inconsistent with the Act to take into account
all relevant information, including economic factors, in
determining whether the proposed new or revised PM and ozone
standards would be more effective in achieving healthier air than
the current standards.

As indicated in the response to question 2(a) (i) above, the
Act and related case law preclude the consideration of costs in
setting NAAQS.
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(iii) In these rulemakings, where the requirements and
objectives of the Act can be satisfied by anyone of two or more
alternatives, is there any reason why Congress should not expect
the Agency to choose the most cost-effective alternative that
protects public health and the environment? If not, why should
Congress allow an agency to choose the least cost-effective
alternative that might never be fully implemented?

This question assumes that the objectives of the Act can be
satisfied by two or more alternatives. This is not the case.
Although the staff paper identified "ranges" of standard levels
for consideration by the Administrator, neither the staff nor
CASAC ever indicated that all levels within the ranges would
necessarily satisfy the statutory requirements. The
Administrator has explained in detail her rationale for
concluding, based on the available scientific information, that
the PM and 0 3 NAAQS should be revised to protect public health
and welfare from the adverse effects of these pollutants, and
that the revised standards she proposed would achieve the
objectives of the Act'. Recognizing that others may reach
different judgments with respect to both the available scientific
information and the most appropriate response, the Administrator
has solicited broad public comment on alternative views that
would result in more or less protective standards than those
proposed. Ultimately, based on the available scientific
evidence, and taking into account public comment on that
evidence, the Administrator will have to determine the degree of
protection that is necessary to protect public health, with an
adequate margin of safety, and welfare from the adverse effects
of these pollutants. Once this objective of the Act is met, EPA
will help States fashion implementation strategies that minimize
costs of meeting the NAAQS.

3. Congressional Review Act. Although it would be
premature for Congress to consider resolutions of disapproval
under the Congressional Review Act (CRA) to overturn any new
NAAQS that EPA might ultimately issue, the Subcommittee is
troubled that you are telling the public that the CRA would not
apply to the final rules. The final NAAQS rules will be covered
under the CRA, because each will be an Agency statement "of
general or particular applicability and future effect."

(a) Although Congress could act on a joint resolution of
disapproval under the CRA even if EPA refused to submit a covered
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rule, please state for the record whether or not you intend to
submit the final rules and supporting materials for congressional
review in accordance with the CRA.

Contrary to what you may have heard, the Administrator and
senior Agency officials have publicly stated that the final NAAQS
rules will be submitted to Congress as required by the
Congressional Review Act of 1996 (CRA) (subtitle E of the Small
Business Regulatory Enforcement Fairness Act). Indeed,
Administrator Browner so stated in response to a question she
received at the November press conference announcing the NAAQS
proposals. The Agency intends to submit the final NAAQS rules
for congressional review at the time they are submitted to the
Federal Register.

(b) Please set forth the legal basis for EPA's position
that the CRA does not apply to NAAQS rulemakings. In this
regard, produce all records relating to the applicability of the
CRA to the final PM and ozone NAAQS rules, including any legal
advice or opinions from EPA's General Counsel's Office or any
other officer or employee in the executive branch.

As explained above and as indicated by the record listed in
the inventory under this question, EPA believes the CRA does
apply to the final NAAQS rules.

(c) Please state whether you believe the Interim
Implementation Policy on the proposed ozone and PM NAAQS would be
a covered rule under the eRA.

As you know, EPA published the draft Interim Implementation
Policy (IIP) for public comment at the same time it proposed the
NAAQS revisions. When the Agency makes final decisions about the
policy, it will determine whether the contents of the final
policy meet the definition of "rule" under the eRA.

4. Please explain in detail why EPA did not perform full
cost analyses for its PM and ozone proposals. Provide the
Subcommittee with your best est~tes of the expected costs of
full compliance with each of the proposed standards. In either
case, if you believe that implementation of all known regulatory
measures would still not achieve the proposed standards in all
regions or cities, then provide your best estimates of the
additional costs for making further improvements in air quality
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that fall short of achieving the standard.

The RIA analyses employed a reasonable set of available
control measures for reducing ambient concentrations of PM and
03. However, the EPA air quality and cost models predict that
some areas with significant air pollution problems may not attain 
the new standards by 2007, the period selected for the RIA
analyses. This is not surprising since the Clean Air Act
Amendments of 1990 envisioned attainment dates for some areas at
2007 and beyond even for the current standards. This incomplete
attainment situation may be due in part to uncertainties in the
models used as well as the lack of consideration of a more recent
and extensive set of control measures. Some cost-effective
measures - - for example, phase in of cleaner new-vehicles as
older, more polluting models are retired - - may require longer
than 10 years for the full benefits to be recognized. Additional
control strategies necessary to achieve full attainment of the
proposed standards are likely to be identified in the future
through control technology improvements over the next decade and
through innovative and cost-effective strategies developed by
EPA's Subcommittee of the CAAAC.

The EPA has developed rough estimates for full attainment
benefits and costs but did not provide them in the RIA documents
given the large uncertainties involved. In response to your
question, however, we provide the following approximation. The
benefits of fully attaining the two new standards are estimated
to be an additional $70 to $147 billion incremental to full
attainment of the current 0 3 and PM standards. Using simplified
calculation techniques which EPA believes may overstate the
costs, full attainment costs for both pollutants are estimated to
range from $20 to $29 billion.

5. Your PM Regulatory Impact Analysis cites a case
analysis of Philadelphia and Denver that estimated the cost and
air quality impact of cutoffs greater than $1 billion/~g/m3.

According to the RIA, "Results of this analysis indicated that
higher cutoffs achieve minimal air quality improvements at an
unreasonably high cost."

{a} Doesn't this study reveal that the cost of full
attainment is much larger than your partial analysis would
suggest? If not, please explain in detail why not.
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The Philadelphia and Denver sensitivity analyses in and of
themselves have no implications for the total costs of controls
in these cities, both of which may well attain the proposed fine
particle standards under currently mandated programs at no
incremental cost over baseline. The cost cut-offs developed in
these analyses have, however, been used in providing the very
uncertain estimates of the total costs of attaining the standards
for the projection year of 2007. As noted in response to
question 4 above, these rough estimates are clearly larger than
those for partial attainment. Also, as noted above, EPA believes
this approach to estimating such costs_will significantly
overstate the costs that would actually be incurred in a full
attainment scenario. It is important to remember that the
statute would provide for additional time beyond 2007. Moreover,
this rough approach does not permit assessment of more innovative
and cost-effective control/prevention polices and measures that
are likely to be developed under the FACA process and future
technological innovations. In any event, even a comparison with
these rough estimates of full attainment costs, estimated
benefits of full implementation exceed costs for all PM2 . 5

standards alternatives analyzed.

(b) Please produce the data used in this case study, and
explain in detail why EPA has not discussed and addressed the
implications of this analysis with respect to the achievability
of your PM proposal for the country at large.

You will find a copy of the two EPA contractor reports which
contain the data you requested on the implications of the $1
billion cost per microgram reduced cutoff used in the PM RIA cost
analysis (Enclosures D and E). It is important to recognize that
this cost cutoff is unique to the cost modeling approach used in
the PM RIA and can be understood only in the context of PM
control cost optimization across broad, multi-State regions.
Based upon the case studies conducted for Denver and Philadelphia
cited in the PM Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA), this cutoff was
used in the cost model to eliminate cost-ineffective control
measures within a region due to one of two reasons: 1) control
measures that may be extremely costly due to their large
geographic distance from a violating county and potentially small
contribution to ambient PM concentrations in a violating county;
2) local control measures that may be extremely costly given a
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small contribution to ambient PM concentrations within the
violating county either because the sources are located downwind
of the violating area or the sources represent a ,small proportion
of emissions contributing to ambient PM concentrations within the
violating county. Control measures on sources falling into the
above two categories likely would not be considered in reality
given their cost-ineffectiveness.

As indicated in the PM RIA and in responses to questions 4
and 5(a) above, it is likely that more cost-effective measures
can be identified either now, through development of innovative
and cost-effective control strategies by EPA's Subcommittee of
the CAAAC, or in the future, through innovation in control
technologies. It is expected, therefore, that the costs of
further progress towards attainment would be reduced. This kind
of progress has occurred in many areas over the last 10 years
for example, the development of selective catalytic reduction
(SCR) enabled sources to get more emission reductions at less
cost; better catalysts enable automobiles to meet tighter
standards; power plant scrubbers became much more effective, and
more cost-effective; and diesel fuels and gasoline have been made
much cleaner.

6. Given that the Act does not require the Agency to
revise the current NAAQS, and that most members of your
scientific panel advised against lowering the ozone standard
because it would provide only marginal public health benefits,
why does EPA prefer the proposed ozone standard revision in which
the costs of the rule would outweigh the benefits?

The Act requires a review at least once every five years of
both the scientific criteria and the air quality standards
themselves. As you indicate, the Act does not automatically
require a revision of the standards following such reviews.
However, an important question in the review of the standards is
whether, in light of the latest scientific and technical
information contained in the updated criteria document, the
standards continue to protect public health with an adequate
margin of safety. Taken as a whole, the scientific evidence
evaluated in the EPA's criteria document and summarized in the
staff paper indicate that, at levels below the current standard,
0 3 affects not only people with impaired respiratory systems,
such as asthmatics, but healthy children and adults as well. The
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consensus of the CASAC Panel was that these documents provide an
adequate scientific basis for making regulatory decisions on the
standard.

The key studies identified in this review showed that some
moderately exercising individuals exposed for 6 to 8 hours at 0 3

levels as low as 0.08 ppm experienced such health effects as
decreased lung function, respiratory symptoms, and lung
inflammation. Other recent studies also provide evidence of an
association between elevated 0 3 levels and increases in hospital
admissions and emergency room visits, which signal significantly
larger increases in doctor's visits, school absences, and lost
work days. Further, animal studies demonstrate impairment of
lung defense mechanisms and suggest that repeated exposure to 0 3

over time might lead to permanent structural damage in the lungs,
though these effects have not been corroborated in humans.

Based on this evidence, the CASAC Panel was in unanimous
agreement that the present l-hour standard should be eliminated
and replaced with an 8-hour standard to focus on those exposures
that are of most concern. The CASAC Panel also endorsed the
range of 8-hour average concentrations (0.07 to 0.09 ppm) that
EPA recommended for consideration. Further, the CASAC panel
favored changing the form of the standard to one that allowed for
multiple exceedances. Thus, CASAC's evaluation of the evidence
is completely consistent with that of EPA, namely that all three
major elements of the current 0 3 standard should be revised,
including the averaging time, the level, and the form.

In reaching a decision on the level and form for an 8-hour
standard, EPA considered a number of complex public health
factors. The quantitative assessments of exposures to levels of
concern and of the risk of experiencing various effects indicated
differences in public health protection among the various levels
and forms considered, but they did not by themselves provide a
clear break point for a decision. The quantitative assessments
do, however, indicate that hundreds of thousands of children not
protected under the current standard would be protected under
EPA's proposed standard.

Also, consistent with EPA's prior decisions over the years,
when setting an air quality standard for a pollutant for which
there is no discernible threshold, factors such as the nature and
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severity of the health effects involved, and the nature and size
of the sensitive populations exposures are important
considerations. Thus, EPA paid particular attention to the
health-based concerns reflected in the independent scientific
advice and gave great weight to the advice of the human health
professionals on the CASAC Panel. Of the four human health
experts on the CASAC Panel, three favored a level of 0.08 ppm and
the other favored a level of either 0.08 or 0.09 ppm. No Panel
members favored a standard level of 0.07 ppm; three others
favored 0.09 ppm, and one favored either 0.09 or 0.10 ppm
together with new public health advisories when the 0 3

concentration was at or above 0.07 ppm. Thus, the proposed level
of 0.08 ppm reflects the lowest level recommended by individual
CASAC members; it gives great weight to the recommendations of
the human health experts on the CASAC panel; and it is the lowest
level tested and shown to cause serious health effects in
controlled human-exposure health studies.

Finally, air quality comparisons have indicated that meeting
a 0.08 ppm, third highest concentration, 8-hour standard (as
proposed by EPA) would also likely result in nearly all areas
avoiding days with peak 8-hour concentrations above the upper end
of the range (0.09 ppm) referred to in the CASAC and the EPA
staff paper. Given the uncertainties associated with this kind
of complex health decision, EPA believes that an appropriate goal
is to reduce the number of people exposed to 0 3 concentrations
that are above the highest levels recommended by any of the
members of the CASAC panel. The form of the standard proposed
(third highest daily maximum 8-hour average) appears to do the
best job of meeting that goal, while staying consistent with the
advice of the CASAC as a group, as well as the personal views of
individual members.

For the reasons stated in the response to question 2(a) (i),
EPA did not consider the costs of attaining the standard in
developing the proposed standards. However, given the
uncertainties inherent in forecasting future costs of
control/prevention as well as the inability to fully quantify all
of the known and potential benefits that are associated with
reducing 0 3 and its precursors, we do not believe that the
benefits/cost analyses in EPA's draft RIA have shown that the
costs of the proposed 0 3 standards would outweigh the benefits.
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Both EPA's Staff Paper and the Clean Air Scientific Advisory
Committee's reports indicate that there are many unanswered
questions and uncertainties about the potential health effects of
fine particulates. There is no scientific evidence that
establishes a causal relationship between fine particles and
adverse health effects or explains how these particulates trigger
and produce negative effects. Moreover, these documents indicate
that the Agency is proceeding to set a standard with little
baseline data on the current concentration levels or emissions of
fine particulates.

7. Please explain in detail why EPA did not describe fully
in its notice of proposed rulemaking the nature and significance
of the concerns raised by its own Scientific Advisory Committee
and EPA staff and why the Agency did not give appropriate weight
to those concerns in evaluating whether the proposed PM2 •s NAAQS
will produce the health benefits that EPA has suggested.

The notice, in fact, discusses in detail both the strengths
and limitations of the available scientific information on the
effects of particle pollution on public health. The notice
discusses the key issues raised during the criteria document and
staff paper reviews in assessing community epidemiological
studies, including alternative interpretations of the evidence,
both for individual studies and for the evidence as a whole. The
notice also makes clear at 61 FR 65641, third column, that "the
relevant toxicology and controlled human studies published to
date have not identified an accepted mechanism(s) that would
explain how such relatively low concentrations of PM might cause
the health effects reported in epidemiological literature."
The discussion of the epidemiological studies (beginning at 61 FR
65644, third column) specifically notes alternative
interpretations of individual study results. Further, it
summarizes criteria document and staff paper evaluations of key
scientific uncertainties and issues that must be addressed in
appraising the available epidemiological evidence, including the
effects of weather, co-pollutants, model specification,
imprecision in measurement of ambient pollutants, and the
such measurements as surrogates for population exposures.
notice further discusses (61 FR 65646) the consistency and
coherence of the health effects evidence. Based on a full
evaluation of the issues associated with interpreting the
individual studies together with the consistency and coherence
among studies done in a variety of locations, the criteria
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document - which was reviewed by CASAC - concluded that the
available epidemiologic evidence suggested a "likely causal role
of ambient PM in contributing to the reported effects (61 FR
65648, second column) ."

The discussion of the risk analysis beginning at 61 FR 65650
also addresses key uncertainties that affect quantitative
estimates of the health effects associated with PM. The notice
provides a clear graphic illustration of one of the most
important factors influencing the uncertainty associated with the
risk estimates, namely whether or not a threshold concentration
exists below which PM-associated health risks are not likely to
occur (Figure 2c. at 61 FR 65654, December 13, 1997).

In the discussion of the levels for the annual and 24-hour
PM2 . 5 standards, EPA considered both the strengths and limitations
of the available evidence as well as alternative interpretations
of the scientific evidence advanced by various CASAC panel
members and public commenters, arising primarily from inherent
uncertainties and limitations in the health effects studies.
Because of the range of views that have been expressed by CASAC
panel members and the public as to the appropriate public health
policy response to available health effects evidence and related
air quality information, the notice presents three alternative
approaches to selecting appropriate standard levels. At one end
of the spectrum, the notice articulates a very limited public
health policy response, noting that several CASAC panel members
supported such an approach (see footnote 30, 61 FR 65659, second
column); the notice also solicits comment on a maximally
precautionary response, as well as on the basis and rationale for
the intermediate response proposed by the Administrator.

The EPA believes that, both in the preamble and in the
expansive discussions in the staff paper and criteria document,
it has given clear and appropriate weight to the scientific
issues and concerns identified by CASAC and the EPA staff in
evaluating the risks associated with PM and in developing the
proposed standards themselves.

8. The EPA staff noted that nit is important to emphasize
the unusually large uncertainties associated with establishing
standards for PM relative to other single component pollutants
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for which NAAQS have been set. n Please explain why EPA is
proceeding to set a standard in the face of such uncertainty when
the Agency decided not to revise the NAAQS for sulfur dioxide and
nitrogen dioxide.

The decisions not to revise the NAAQS for sulfur dioxide and
nitrogen dioxide were based on a careful assessment of the
scientific and technical information presented in the criteria
documents and staff papers for those two pollutants, the advice
and recommendations of CASAC, and the public comments received.
The rationales for the sulfur dioxide and nitrogen dioxide
decisions are discussed in detail in the notices of final action
published at 61 FR 25566 (May 22, 1996) and 61 FR 52852 (October
8, 1996), respectively.

The decision to propose revisions of the current PM
standards was based on careful assessment of the scientific and
technical information presented in the PM criteria document and
staff paper. The decision was also consistent with the consensus
of CASAC that "although an understanding of health effects of PM
is far from complete, the staff paper, when revised, will provide
an adequate summary of our present understanding of the
scientific basis for making regulatory decisions concerning PM
standards." The extensive PM epidemiological data base provides
evidence that serious adverse health effects (e.g., mortality,
exacerbation of chronic disease, increased hospital admissions,
respiratory symptoms, and pulmonary function decrements) in
sensitive subpopulations (e.g., the elderly, individuals with
cardiopulmonary disease, children) are attributable to PM at
levels below the current standards. Although the increase in
risk is relatively small for the most serious outcomes, it is
significant from an overall public health perspective because of
the large number of individuals in sensitive subpopulations that
are exposed to ambient PM and the significance of the health
effects. These considerations, as well as others discussed in
the proposal notice and staff paper, such as the need to consider
fine and coarse particles as distinct classes, led both the
Administrator and CASAC to conclude that revision of the current
standards is clearly appropriate.

9. Please list any peer-reviewed scientific studies that
EPA considered in proposing the long-term PM~.5 standard. Also,
please provide the data underlying the Dockery (1993) and Pope
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(1995) studies.

In developing proposed PM2 . S standards, the Administrator
believed that the suite of standards could be most effectively
and efficiently defined by treating the annual standard as the
generally controlling standard for lowering both short- and long
term PM2 •S concentrations. Therefore, the full range of short
and long-term community epidemiological studies of the health
effects of PM were considered in developing the proposed annual
standard. Of the more than 80 such studies identified in the
Criteria Document and Staff Paper, the Administrator placed
greatest weight on those epidemiological studies reporting
associations between health effects and direct measures of fine
particles, most notably, those recent studies conducted in North
America. As noted in the preamble, these studies are summarized
in Tables V-12 and V-13 of the Staff Paper (see Enclosures F and
G) •

The data underlying the Dockery et al. (1993) and Pope et
al. (1995) studies exist in component data bases: these include
the health effects information on the cohorts studied, including
information concerning time and cause of death, and the air
quality measurements used to index exposures. The EPA does not
have the health effects and mortality data sets in its
possession. We have taken a series of steps, including
contacting the original investigators, pursuant to earlier
requests for these data. These are detailed in a February 13,
1997 letter from myself to Chairman Thomas Bliley (see Enclosure
H). The EPA does, however, maintain in its possession a
tabulation of the PM2 . s data that served as the basis for the air
quality data used in Pope et al. (1995). These data can be made
available to the Committee. In addition, Pope et al relied on
EPA-developed sulfate data in the AIRS database available on the
Internet. The annual air quality data used in Dockery et al.
(1993) is summarized in the study, but EPA maintains hard copies
of the underlying particle data for some cities for some years.
These data are over 3000 pages of computer printouts. We would be
happy to make these data available to the Subcommittee. The EPA
does not have an electronic copy of these data.
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10. (a) Please explain in detail all the procedures EPA
followed to validate the long-ter.m mortality findings in the Pope
study, and produce all records that document steps the Agency
took to validate these findings.

The Pope et al. study, like the other peer-reviewed studies
considered in this proposed rulemaking, was assessed explicitly
in the criteria document (see Volume III, Chapter 12, pgs. 172
174). This assessment identified the various strengths and
limitations of the study including exposure history, treatment of
co-pollutants, and other factors. Section 12.4.1.4 discusses
this study within the context of the studies on long-term
mortality effects.

In this regard, it is important to note that a number of
long-term studies have found significant associations between PM
and mortality. The Pope et al. (1995) study was itself an
attempt to validate - on a sufficiently large population cohort 
the findings of the earlier but smaller cohort study by Dockery
(1993), which itself represented an improvement over earlier
cross-sectional studies of PM and mortality. Beyond the
extensive analysis documented in the Criteria Document and Staff
Paper, EPA did not conduct any independent assessment of the
underlying data contained in the Pope et al. (1995) study nor do
we feel that such an assessment is necessary given that the study
has already been subject to numerous peer reviews.

(b) Please explain why EPA did not identify and discuss
completely the limitations and uncertainties of the Pope study in
its notice of proposed rulemaking. In particular, why didn't the
Agency disclose that the risk ratio found in the Pope study is
generally considered by the scientific community to be small,
suggesting a weak statistical association between particulate
pollution and mortality? Why did EPA not disclose that the Pope
study did not measure how much air pollution subjects were
actually exposed to? Why did the Agency not disclose that the
observed relationship between particulate pollution and mortality
rests entirely on epidemiology and is not supported by any other
evidence, such as toxicological studies? Why did the Agency not
disclose that the study did not adjust for variables in the
subjects' diet, income, and health history, and used crude
measures for others? Why didn't EPA disclose the difficulty of
disentangling independent effects or potential interactions
between highly correlated risk factors? Why didn't EPA disclose
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the inability to fully explore the relative health impacts of the
various constituents of particulate pollution?

The Federal Register preamble on PM addresses, in summary
fashion, all of the salient strengths, weaknesses, and
uncertainties associated with the health effects evidence on PM.
Because the epidemiologic studies were so numerous, the preamble
makes a number of points that are relevant to the studies as a
group, rather than dealing with each study individually. As
noted above, the Pope et al. (1995) study, like the other peer
reviewed studies considered in this proposed rulemaking, was
fully assessed and evaluated in the criteria document and staff
paper. The preamble restates these more detailed assessments in
summary fashion and refers back to them as providing the basis
for the Administrator's proposed decisions.

The general discussion of PM health effects and epidemiology
in the PM preamble makes several overarching points about the
available scientific data. It frames the general discussion of
the recent evidence on mortality and morbidity (Section II.A, 61
FR 65641) with an introductory statement making clear that the
toxicologic and controlled human data have not identified an
accepted mechanism that would explain the observed epidemiologic
findings. The evaluation of the evidence at 61 FR 65644 repeats
this point in explaining the focus on the epidemiologic evidence.
Further, the initial discussion of mortality studies makes clear
that the magnitude of the relative risks is "small compared to
those usually found in epidemiologic studies of occupational and
other risk factors" (61 FR 65642) .

As noted in the response to question 10 (a) above, the
evaluation and assessments in the Criteria Document fully
identified the strengths and limitations of the Pope et al.
(1995) and related long term cohort studies, including issues
relating to exposure history, treatment of potential confounders
such as co-pollutants and other factors. The preamble summary of
the evaluation for this specific study notes the magnitude of the
relative risks reported and pointed out the concerns regarding
the adequacy of adjusting for important confounders in this and
other long term studies. In restating the criteria document
conclusions that it is unlikely that these studies overlooked
plausible confounders, the preamble also points out that the
addition of potential additional confounders could alter the
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magnitude of the association (61 FR 65642). The preamble
explicitly notes the possible impact of the particular measures
of air pollution exposures used in the Pope et al. (1995) and
Dockery et al. (1993) studies, stating that "the magnitude of the
relative risks associated with PM concentrations reported in
these studies may be overestimated because some of the effects
may be due to historical PM concentrations that were
significantly higher than the ones used to estimate population
exposures in these studies u (61 FR 65642) .

The additional issues inherent in the appraisal of even the
best long-term mortality studies tend to be greater than those
for short-term studies for which certain factors (e.g.,
socioeconomic status and related lifestyle factors such as
smoking) are clearly less troublesome (61 FR 65660). The
existence of improved long-term cohort studies and the findings
of increased risk of mortality in similar sensitive population
groups in both short- and long-term studies serves to strengthen
the credibility of the long-term studies. This is one of the
reasons EPA relied on the findings from the daily studies
together with the results from long-term studies in proposing the
annual PM2 . 5 standard (61 FR 65660) .

The general difficulty in separating the effects of specific
fine particle components from other fractions of PM and other
pollutants is also addressed in the preamble, principally in
Section II.A.4 and Section II.D. As noted therein, based on the
available scientific information relating to the several specific
components of fine particles, "it is not possible to rule out any
one of these components as contributing to fine particle effects U

(61 FR 65654). The EPA does not believe it was necessary to
restate this conclusion each time any of the studies was
discussed in the preamble.

11. Please explain in detail how EPA believes it is
possible to deter.mine whether a fine particulate standard is
necessary without addressing significant scientific uncertainties
and data gaps in the areas of epidemiology, exposure, P~.5

monitoring, and biological mechanisms.

The Administrator detailed her
add a fine particle standard in the
most notably at 65 FR 65654-65662.

rationale for proposing to
Federal Register preamble,
It is based on the extensive
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review of the science and policy issues contained in the PM
criteria document and staff paper; the CASAC concluded, after
extensive review, that both of these documents were appropriate
for use in decision making on standards. These documents contain
a full discussion of both what is known about PM and the
information gaps and uncertainties. Considering all the
scientific evidence, including the uncertainties, it was the
clear consensus of the CASAC PM Panel (19 of 21 panelists),
including representatives of each of the multiple scientific
disciplines included on the panel, that a new PM2 . s standard
should be established. A decision not to establish a fine
particle standard would ignore the advice of these
Congressionally mandated science advisors.

12. In light of the significant scientific deficiencies and
limited database, how does the Agency explain its undertaking a
review of the existing PM10 standard in far less time than for
earlier particulate standards before recommending the setting of
a new PMz.5 standard.

The original examination of the Criteria Document for
Particulate Matter (DHEW, 1969) led to promulgation of the
original TSP standards in 1971. The first formal review of the
PM criteria and standards was announced in 1979. A careful
examination of the record reveals that the time allotted for the
scientific assessment phase of that review, which concluded with
EPA staff and CASAC recommendations for new standards, was nearly
identical to that for the present review.

The first review of the PM NAAQS formally commenced with an
October 1979 announcement in the Federal Register. That review
was in fact complicated by the decision to prepare a joint
criteria document that addressed both PM and sulfur oxides (SOx),
though the subsequent reviews of the PM and SOx standards by EPA
staff and CASAC dealt with the two pollutants separately.
Following the announcement, EPA developed three successive drafts
of the criteria document for review by CASAC and the public,
interspersed with several workshops on different sections of the
document. The CASAC issued a closure letter on the criteria
document in January 1982, following the last public meeting on
the document in November 1981. After public meetings on two
drafts of the staff paper for PM, CASAC issued its closure letter
on the staff paper in January 1982. In that letter to
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Administrator Gorsuch (Friedlander, 1982; see Enclosure J), CASAC
recommended that the Administrator make major revisions to the PM
standards. Thus, the scientific assessment phase of the first
review of the standards, including CASAC's rendering of advice
and recommendations for new standards, was completed two years
and three months after the initial announcement.

The present review of the PM standards formally commenced
with a Federal Register announcement in April 1994. Following
that announcement, EPA held several workshops on aspects of the
document, and developed three successive drafts of all or
portions of the criteria document for review by CASAC and the
public. The CASAC issued a closure letter on the criteria
document in March 1996, following the last public meeting on the
document in February of that year. After public meetings on two
drafts of the staff paper for PM, CASAC issued its closure letter
on the staff paper in June 1996. In that letter, CASAC
recommended major revisions to the PM10 standards, including its
recommendation that one or more standards be established for fine
particles. Thus, the scientific assessment phase of the present
review, including recommendations by CASAC and staff for new
standards, was completed two years and two months after the
initial announcement. This is only one month less than it took
to reach the comparable point in the previous review.

It is true that in the prior review it took an additional
two years, beyond CASAC closure on the science, to propose
revision of the original standards, with an extended time between
proposal and promulgation that added three more years. However,
this is hardly a model for NAAQS reviews. The delay between
CASAC closure on the science in January 1982 and the proposal in
1984 was not occasioned by the need for further scientific
assessment, but by the focus of Agency decision makers on
unrelated issues, including a change in Agency management and the
transition to a new Administrator and Assistant Administrator.
Ultimately, the process stretched to such a degree that, for both
PM and sulfur oxides, it was deemed appropriate to update the
criteria document and staff papers to reflect additional
scientific findings. These did not alter the fundamental
components of the CASAC recommendations or the proposed decisions
on PM.

As indicated in the Federal Register notice proposing
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revision of the existing standards for PM, the EPA has been under
a court order imposing a schedule for completion of the current
review. American Lung Association v. Browner, CIV-93-643-TUC-ACM
(D. Ariz., October 6, 1994). As you may be aware, EPA has sought
and obtained modifications of the court order on four separate
occasions to extend the times specified for completion of various
tasks, including publication of the proposal notice in the
Federal Register. The Court has now indicated that no further
extensions will be granted.

Notwithstanding the constraints imposed by the court order,
EPA has conducted a thorough, comprehensive review of the
scientific criteria and standards for PM. The procedures
permitted full public participation in the process, and the time
taken was commensurate with that taken in the previous review.

13. Please explain the urgency that EPA has placed on
setting a new particulate standard during the current review
cycle rather than deciding not to add a new standard before the
science has been developed to infor.m the Agency about which
particulates, in which geographical locations, and in which
concentrations, may be har.ming health and the environment. Isn't
a better understanding of the health effects of particulates
needed before effective control strategies can be designed?

This question is closely related to question 11. Again,
considering the full weight of the scientific evidence, including
the uncertainties, the CASAC recommended that the Administrator
adopt fine particle standards. The EPA agrees in particular with
a number of panel members who based their support for a PM2 . S

standard on the following reasoning:

[T]here is strong consistency and coherence of information
indicating that high concentrations of urban air pollution
adversely affect human health, there are already NAAQS that
deal with all of the major components of that pollution
except PM2 . S ' and there are strong reasons to believe that
PM2 . S is at least as important as PM10 - 2 • S in producing adverse'
health effects [Wolff, 1996; see Enclosure K] .

Given the consistency and coherence of the evidence that
premature mortality and sickness to large numbers of Americans is
occurring at concentrations permitted by the current standards,
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the Administrator believes it would be irresponsible to delay
action that would put more appropriate air quality goals into
place based on the most recent scientific information.

Examination of the available scientific evidence to date
does not suggest that any single component of fine particles will
turn out to be responsible for all of the effects associated with
PM. Indeed, it is more likely that multiple components may play
multiple roles in producing effects.

14. As Ranking Member Dingell, Chair.man Chafee and others
have pointed out, States are in a critical stage of implementing
their State implementation plans under the Act. Changing
direction mid-course may significantly delay or run counter to
current efforts underway to assure reasonable further progress in
attaining air quality standards.

(a) Please describe in detail how the timetables for
implementation of the proposed NAAQS would affect States·
compliance with deadlines for implementing current standards.

The EPA does not believe that the promulgation of new 03 or
PM standards will undercut current efforts to assure reasonable
further progress in attaining air quality standards. In the
instance of 03' to facilitate continuity in public health
protection during the period of transition to a new standard, EPA
has proposed that, except for two limited purposes, the effective
date of the revocation of the current 0 3 standard would be
deferred until EPA determines that an area's SIP provides for the
achievement of the new standard. The two exceptions to the
general deferral of the effective date of the revocation of the
existing 0 3 NAAQS would be attainment demonstrations and
reclassifications. ~ 61 Fed. Reg. At 65733. Also, on December
13, 1997 (61 FR 65752), EPA published a notice of proposed policy
to cover the interim period following promulgation of new or
revised 0 3 and PM NAAQS. The proposed policy is premised on a
no-backsliding concept and is intended to ensure that momentum is
maintained by the States in the current program while moving
toward developing plans for implementing new or revised NAAQS.
The interim policy would take effect on the date of the NAAQS
promulgation and remain effective in each area until the
effective date of EPA approval of the SIP revision for achieving
the new NAAQS. The impact of the policy and the deferred
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revocation of the 0 3 NAAQS would be to assure that the
promulgation of new standards would not impede progress towards
attainment of the NAAQS.

As a general matter, under the proposed interim
implementation policy and with the deferred revocation of the
current 0 3 NAAQS, current deadlines for State SIP submittals
would not be extended as a consequence of the promulgation of new
NAAQS. The only instances in which the promulgation of a new
NAAQS would have such an effect are with respect to the two
purposes for which revocation of the 0 3 NAAQS would not be
deferred--attainment demonstrations and reclassifications. As
explained in greater detail in the December 13, 1996 proposal (61
Fed. Reg. at 65754), EPA believes (1) that the requirement to
designate attainment of the existing NAAQS will be superseded by
a requirement to demonstrate attainment of the new NAAQS by new
dates, and (2) that in the case of reclassifications, areas need
not have to adopt the additional specified control measures they
would have to adopt under the current reclassification system
provided they achieve the same rate of progress in terms of
emission reductions that they would have had to achieve after a
reclassification.

Subpart 1 of part D of the Act sets out the time frames
which govern the implementation of both new ozone and a new fine
particle standard. Assuming that promulgation of the ozone and
fine particle NAAQS occurs in July 1997, nonattainment area
designations should follow in mid-1999 or 2000, since
designations are to occur no later than 2 years after
promulgation of the NAAQS (or up to 3 years if there is
insufficient information to designate). Under this scenario, the
nonattainment area SIPs would be due in the mid-2002 or mid-2003
time frame, because they are due 3 years after the nonattainment
designations occur. In the Act, attainment dates for newly
designated nonattainment areas may be extended 10 years from the
nonattainment designations, i.e., in this case they could be
extended to 2010. In addition, areas may be granted up to 2 one
year extensions of the attainment date if certain criteria are
met. In light of EPA's proposed approach to implementation of
the new NAAQS during the interim period prior to the submission
and approval of the new SIP's, EPA does not believe that these
deadlines would have a negative effect on progress towards
attainment.
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(b) Do you believe that the current timetables for
monitoring, planning and attainment demonstration would be
appropriate for implementing these proposed standards
concurrently?

The EPA believes it is appropriate to integrate
implementation of the 0 3 and PM NAAQS because of the linkages in
atmospheric chemistry; e.g., many of the emission precursors to
03' fine particles and regional haze are the same. In addition,
integration is expected to result in optimization of control
measures to accomplish attainment of both the 0 3 and PM NAAQS and
to meet regional haze goals, thereby minimizing costs.

As you know, EPA has established a FACA subcommittee to
provide advice and recommendations to EPA on developing new,
integrated approaches for implementing new or revised 0 3 and PM
NAAQS. Any recommendations to EPA from the subcommittee will be
considered in developing an implementation program for a new or
revised NAAQS. Since the subcommittee has just begun Phase II of
this effort, which addresses long-range transport and control
strategies and their timing, it is not possible at this time to
determine the precise nature or the implementation timetable of
the controls needed for areas to meet new or revised standards.

15. If the only way to implement EPA's proposed new or
revised ozone and PM NAAQS was to prohibit family barbecues,
family woodburning fires, and gasoline lawn mowers, and to
require forced carpooling and other driving restrictions, would
EPA continue to consider adopting these standards?

The control measures you mentioned in your letter, which we
agree would be unpopular with the public, have not been addressed
by the Subcommittee to date. EPA has no intention of adopting
the types of measures described above.

16. I understand that EPA has established a Federal
Advisory Committee Act (FACA) process to provide advice and
recommendations to the EPA on developing new, integrated
approaches for implementing proposed NAAQS for ozone and PM.
Please provide a list of the FACA participants, broken down by
the sectors of society that they represent (i.e., specify State,
local and tribal organizations, environmental groups, industry
and trade groups, small business representatives, consultants,
academic/scientific communities, and Federal agencies).
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As you requested, enclosed (see enclosure L)is the current
list of the Subcommittee mentioned above. Note that the members
of the Subcommittee are grouped by the sector which they
represent and that EPA is in the process of adding additional
representatives of small businesses.

I appreciate this opportunity to be
that this information will be helpful to

and trust

Mar D. Nichols
As istant Administrator

for Air and Radiation

Enclosures (A-L)
Records Inventory and Records
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This is inresPonse to your letterofJanuary 17, 1996., regaxding the Offie.c ofInformaUon
and Regulatofy Affairs' (OIRA) review ofthe Envimrm:ll:nta1 Proteetio~ Agency's (EPA)
recezrtly proposed. Ievisions ofthe Natioual Ambieut Air Quality Stmdards (NAAQs) for omne
and p:rrticulate mauct.

You askal for cemUn mtbnnation. either througb questions or doc:ame:at xcquests. Your
questions are typed, below, in bold. Our responses follow. We will~ to your document
requests soon.

1. Please indieate the date 011 whim EPA =mittcd its fiaaalp~ offour ngubtory
aetioll$ to OMB for review UDder E,;eeutive Order~ .Also, please indie:tte the
date Oil. whida EPA sabmitted its draft n=gaJatory :m.aIyses for .-eview~

We rcceiYed the final package offour regu}mory actions for the National Ambient Air
Quality Stmdards (NAAQS) proposals for ozone and particulate matter on November 4,
1996. We rc=ived the <haft reguIatory analyses later that day.
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Affain (OmA) spent On reviewing each reguJa.toty adiou aDd supporting doc:umeuu.
Please proride the fotII2mOUDt ofsbf[ho'lln aud tfle uD:DJber ofstUfers clevotec.l to
such reviewudthe total number ofelapied clays dt:voteel to $Ilda r-eview for each of
thne cJiflirartphues 6fthe proposed nzjt'ID:IIlring pl"OCeSS! (a) the time OlRA:speat
rmewiag drafts of the proposed rules prior to the. date EPA $1lbmitted its fiml1
paclcage ofproposed rules UDder Ex.cartive Order 12866, (b)~ time OIRA had to
review the fiDal paek2ge of proposed rn.Ia from the cbte ofEPA's sttharissioJ1 anti! the
tilDe OmA cleared 'the rules for pllblicatiJlnl iD. the Federal Register (we believe dais
was rougbJ;y a thre:&-weelc. period ofthue), aDd (e) tile amount oftimc you hue spent
rniewiDg thep~ rules siR~ the tiJIlle you cleared the prvposed niles for
pldJlicatioa antil the date ofyour n:spcmse to this request for infOrmatio~
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We do not lIJaiDI3iD time~ orany other IeC01'd oftbe amount oftime dcwtcd to revieW'
otmy pardcuIar'mfeor Us supporting doeumeDts. The fonowing IC$pODSC,~ is
besed OIl myIU01I~ODaDd those ofmy smfL

(a) BefDm the date =atEPA submitted iJs fioal package ofproposcd~ OJRA sCaff
affcodcd a rmmberof'IlXdinpat which EPA explained ingeDeJ3l tcmIs the methodology it
WIS using in iIs aDalysis ofthese IU1es (C.1h data, 8.S$uWpuoos, models, ecc.). III additiOD"
EPA aDd OIRA st8fnIosted a numberoijnferapacy meerinp with EPA std'bridiag other
Fc:dem1 agencies em the ge:oetal issues saIIOImding~A's ICviewofthe omne and
pmiaJlate matt« NAAQS. Intotal, EPA infimns us theIe wac ab9ut 18 sud1 meetings 
0D8 in 1993, five in 1994, thn:e in 1995, aDd Dine in 1996.· "I'heR: were DO chafts of1bcse
~ ndes reviewed at these metrings. We cannot reasonably mJtJate the OIRA staff
bo\U'S iDvolwd because ortbe loog timeperiod covered and the episodic !WW'c ofthe work.

(b) OIRA concluded its review oftbe fom-proposed mes on November' 26, 1996,22 days
after wereceivecl tb=; as explained fintha- below in response to~113,EPA WiI5 under
a coun-«dered deadline to issue the particulate matter NAAQS proposal by November 29,
1996. In0Idu to complete our reviewduring this period,. OIRA dcwU:d considerable staff
resources and lime to 1heml~ workiDg iDtcmively hac in the evening aud on weekends
The OlRA staffteam was composed. ofthcBmnch Chieffox' Natmal Reso'llt'CeS, along with
three desk officers 3Dd one CCODomist.. Duriug the review~ the BaM Chiefspem
approximatdy 0Ilc-tbird to ~balfofhis time on the 1'\Iks, wbile r.be otber SttIffspem:
approximately the following portions oftb&:U'time on the l'U1es (one desk offiea': three
foutths aihis time; tbeotha'two desk officers: onc-1hird to ol»'balfoftbeir time; the
emnomist= substan1ial1yall ofms 1imc). Daring the~ period..I spentapproximately
halfofmy woddng1iDx:on these rules.. .

(c) W'lthrespec:t to thcperiod between Novcmbel- 26, 1996 (when OIRA CODduded its
teYiew oftbt plOposcd.rules) and Februaty 7t 1991, my s13ffiniOrm me that they have
cominued to devote a. sigmfieantamonnl oftiJne to their ~sc:sS'nent ofthese roles, although
notas much (as a p<ldi.cm oftheir overaII time) 3$ during the review period. ] also devoted
additional time to these rules in relatively small incIements oftime over-this two and a half
xnonth period. .

3. Please dpIaitt ia ddaii why OMB did DOt Wist apoa or otherwise easure tha* it woald
have a 99-dq nnCfl period ill ligb.t oCtile c:omplexity ofthese proposed nda." III
partiadu', piasa"1'''' in detail: (a> wilyOMB did not eIIS1Ift,. darough~ou
'With appropriate EPAud White Hoose officbJs, that OMBIOIRA would han 3 more
uteaded peri. for nviewiDg tile proposed par&tllate rub prior to the judicial
deadline ofNovaubcr 29, 1996 ro.. EPA action, and (b) why OIRA did not t2ke 2D.

ateudcd amoUDt oftiJQe to review thept'Oposed O%ODestandard aDd interim
implemadatioD policy.
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We oripwlyexpcct£d EPA to submit the dr.aftproposed rules 10 OMB for RM.CW inearly .
Septcmbc%. BPA originIIlly pn:semed a riednJe to the c:ourt that would haw; aUow= 90
days for OMB J:eView. !becourt speci5ca1ly deleted the time sepamldy set for tile OMB
review; 1hc OMS Je'View~ WUI1C outoftbe total tbue allotted to EPA by the court. As it
became apparmt that the date h the submission of1he proposals to OMB would~ I
~ a IIJJrDbtoz ofm{UCSCS to EPA to submit1hcse proposals as soon as possible..

(a) I should nou; in auswaing this qlMion, that EPA bad a court-ard.ered deadline to

~ the partLt'.UJatematter NAAQS proposal by November 29, 1996. In its effort to
camplywitb. B.O. 12866. EPA sought to 1KD!Icr;tte its work so as to pn>vidc OMB time for
its MView within the period oftime allowed by the court.

EPA was fully lIWBre that itwas important to pro'ride OMB with copies ofthe draft
proposed rulesand~ analyses as soonas possible. As I indicated in my
1anuaIy IS, 1997, letter to Chairman Bliky, I believe that further questions about the timing
ofEPA's submission of1hcproposed roles to QIM can best be responded to by EPA.

(b) Although EPA had no~ deadline for the ozone NAAQ8, it wanted to publish
the proposEd «.oDe standard with 1hc: proposed particulate matter staDdard. Among other
things, I am aiMsed by EPA that they believed that simultaneous publication ofthe two
proposals, both ofwhichrclatcd to airquality~would allow the regulm:d community and
otha iuterested entities to evaloarceach ofthe proposals with the other in mind and to
eousidez how 'the two proposals would intctact- .

4. X. your January 15, 1m letter, you stated th2t you lJUlde"a number of ftCllte5U to
EPA to submit [tile} propaWs lea.rtiu) so as to proride OMB Qd other Federal
agenaes with time to pI'OperIy reriew them," bllt EPA refased your uumerous
nquests. (a) Please apIaiD mdetail wheda.er OMB h2s sufficient support from the
President and seuior White House officials to ensure compliane:c with your reasoDable
Rq1ieSU UDd..Executive Order 12866. (b) Ifyou ::lDSWU to request 4(8) is that OMB
has the sutlicient support from tile President and seDior White House officials to back
up yonr reasoaable reqBests WIder Executive Order 12866, what statlltory provisious
could we enact to ensure aet1laJ 3gency c.ompli:aDl:C with your reqllests?

(a) I bclieVI' tbal, dur:ing my teI1me as OIRA Administratc:r, OMB in geneJ2l, and OIRA in
particular, Ia'YC had sufficient support nom the Presideui and the White House sraffto
eDSUIC the efFecti\'C: implementation ofE.O. 12S66.

(b) I do not believe that any statutory provision "to ensure actnal agency compliance" with
our requests is either neoessaxy or advisable.

5.. Please iDclic:ate the IlUnIber ofdays and the appro:D:mate uamber ofsutrlloUl'S that
OIRA devoted to reri.ewing EPA'. 1994 repr-oposal ofthe airquality standard for
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saIfurd.ioDcle, whidl also was subj~ to eoart--itrdcRd deadline, prior to its
pqbJi.eation ZI; S P10posed oWe..

EPA's 1994cImft mpmposal oft1Je air quaJ.ily~ for sul1bt' dioxide was I=ciwd on
~21, 1994. OIRA 'lOJ¥lJJdcd its lCViewofthis repmposal Ott OCtober' 28, 1994,37
days after it was RlCCived. OIRAsWfIea)IIea mat they spent a modest amoUDt. oftime
tmcvring1hismle; I do not remember hownmch limo I may have speot on this J1lIt..

Nature and &ope orReview

6. Based 011 its 9O-day or IDrtger reYiew ofaD2logous proposed rules, pleac e;pJaiv how
OIRA's review ofEPA's t-egulatory actious aQd the accompaa.yiJlg aulyses wcmld
have difl"ved ifOIRA bas use4 a 9O-day or longer n:rie.w period before the proposed
naIcs -.vcre deaftd for publication in the Fedcnl R.:gister.

While the review period for the proposed rules was only 22 caIendal' da.ys, I believe the
OIRA JeVif:W1lVBS 'WrY imrnse - much men::: iart:me than any other three week period. .
during a 9O-day review. The shortness oftime, however, precluded full discussion and
resolution ofsome ofthe issues identified by the OIRA staffbefore the COUI1:-ordercd
MIdline. We have been advised by EPA that thc5c issacs will be anaIy:u.d 3$ pan ofthe
economic analyses fur1he final rules.

Wnhmorc calcodar times presumably we would have spread out our efforts. I should note
that we did have JD(N:1!: time to review the accompanying analyses. ooncludiDg our review on
December6, 1996. .

7. Pletie provide a detailed aplauation ofand produce :all awiJ*ble documents
iIlddting the proc:edures that OmA followed ill undertaking its review of the
proposed rules.

The procedures OIRA followed in undertaking its reviewofthe proposed rules .ate outlined
in B.O. 12866.

10. (a) Please aplain mdetail why OIRA cleand the proposed ruIa fOl' p1lb~catioll when
EPA bad not complied with the requirements of the lbgabtory Flmbility A4. (b)
Please iDdit:ate....~or not OMS bka the poSmOD that :an initial reIWatoiy
flGibility aDaJysis, :mel other 2ctlOD$ oruier die Regulatory FlUibility Ad, weft Dot
reqaired by bow for the proposed rules.

(a) In the preambles to both rules, EPA statal that it did not believe that eitha the particulate
maucr or the ozone NAAQS would havea significam economic impact onSDlall entities
within the meaning ofthe Regulatory Flexibility Act. EPA ccplaincd. that the NAAQS
establish a mndard. ofairquality; that the reqai&emems Dt'CCSSaty to achieve~ standards
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i5 to be set fur1h in a fuln:n; impJcmc:nting rcgular.ion; and that this larMr regufaIory 3d:ion
wonld~ all effect OD SnaIl entities, and $0 the Regulatory Flexibility Act would apply tQ

tbal b:tter IegU1atmyaction.

(b) Under the~ Flexibility Act. the "'ChiefCOUDSCl for Advocacy of the Small
Business ,Administmtion shall monitor ageDe}' compliaDce'" with this Act (5 U.s.c. 612).
QuestioDs aboutEPA compliance with the Regalatcny Flexibility Ad: CIA be$t~ respo.aded
to by EPA and SBA.

lL Please specify the UlOunt oftime within whim other interested administrative
agades !wi U opportwaity to~ad proWie inputOD the draftwritten
replatory podnr.gJ= through the iDw-agenc.y nwiew process.. PltJISC provide eopies of
allY writtell commeaCS and records ofcommUllications from sudl agelleies..

As I indicated in my response to questiou. 2(a). the other agencies participated inmeetings
hosted by EPA and OIRA staffbeforc November 4~ )996, at wbichEPA staffbricfed the
other agencies 011 the general issues SlID'Ounding EPA's rm6W ofthe ozone and particll13I.c
matter NAAQS. It is our UI1derstandiog that other agencies received (he package offour
dmft proposed rules for review at about the same time as OIRA.

I hope that this responds to your request.

Sincerely,

Sally~

cc: The Honorable Henxy A.. Waxman

TOTRI.... P.I2I5
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November 30, 1995

EPA-SAB-CASAC-LTR-96-002

Honorable Carol M. Browner
Administrator
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
401 M Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20460

               RE:  CASAC Closure on the Primary Standard Portion of the Staff
                    Paper for Ozone

Dear Ms. Browner:

     A Panel of the Clean Air Scientific Advisory Committee (CASAC) of EPA's
Science Advisory Board (SAB) met on March 22, 1995, to review a draft of the primary
standard part of the document entitled Review of National Ambient Air Quality
Standards for Ozone Assessment of Scientific and Technical Information OAQPS Staff
Paper.  At that time, a draft of the secondary standard portion of the document was not
completed.  At the March meeting, the Panel made extensive recommendations for
strengthening the document.  In August 1995, a revised Staff Paper, which included a
first draft of the secondary standard portion was sent to CASAC panel members for
review.  On September 19 and 20, 1995, the Panel met to compete this review.  The
Panel members' comments reflect their satisfaction with the improvements made in the
scientific quality and completeness of the primary standard portion of the Staff Paper. 
The changes made in that portion of the document are consistent with CASAC's
recommendations.  However, the Panel Members provided additional comments to your
staff at the meeting and subsequently in writing.  Although the Panel would like to have
these comments considered for incorporation in the Staff Paper, the Panel did not feel
that it was necessary to review another revised version and came to closure on the
primary standard portion.  It was the consensus of the Panel that although our
understanding of the health effects of ozone is far from complete, the document
provides an adequate scientific basis for making regulatory decisions concerning a
primary ozone standard.

     The Panel could not come to closure, however, on the secondary standard
portion of the Staff Paper which was a first draft.  To facilitate further development of
this part of the Staff Paper, the Panel members have provided detailed comments to
your staff.  The Panel felt that the suggested revisions were extensive enough to
warrant a review of the next draft.

     I would like to summarize for you the Panel's recommendations concerning the
primary standard.  It was the consensus of the Panel that EPA's selection of ozone as
the surrogate for controlling photochemical oxidants is correct.  It was also the



consensus of the Panel that an 8-hour standard was more appropriate for a human
health-based standard than a 1-hour standard.  The Panel was in unanimous
agreement that the present 1-hour standard be eliminated and replaced with an 8-hour
standard.

     The Panel felt that the weight of the health effects evidence indicates that there
is no threshold concentration for the onset of biological responses due to exposure to
ozone above background concentrations.  Based on information now available, it
appears that ozone may elicit a continuum of biological responses down to background
concentrations.  This means that the paradigm of selecting a standard at the
lowest-observable-effects-level and then providing an "adequate margin of safety" is no longer
possible.  It further means that EPA's risk assessments must play a central role in
identifying an appropriate level.

     To conduct the risk assessments, the Agency had to identify the population at
risk and the physiological responses of concern, develop a model to estimate the
exposure of this population to ozone, and develop a model to estimate the probability of
an adverse physiological response to the exposure.  The Panel agrees with EPA that
the selection of "outdoor children" and "outdoor workers," particularly those with
preexisting respiratory disease are the appropriate populations with the highest risks. 
After considerable debate, it was the consensus of the Panel that the Agency's criteria
for the determination of an adverse physiological response was reasonable. 
Nevertheless, there was considerable concern that the criteria for grading physiological
and clinical responses to ozone was confusing if not misleading.  The Panel concurs,
with the Agency that the models selected to estimate exposure and risk are appropriate
models.  However, because of the myriad of assumptions that are made to estimate
population exposure and risk, large uncertainties exist in these estimates.

     The results of two of the risk analyses are presented in Tables VI-1 and VI-2 in
the Staff Paper and are reproduced in the attached tables.  The ranges of the risk
estimates across nine cities for outdoor children are presented in Table VI-1.  Because
of the large number of stochastic variables used in the exposure models, the exposure
estimates vary from run to run.  However, the ranges are not reflective of all of the
uncertainties associated with the numerous assumptions that were made to develop the
estimates.

     The single estimates presented in Table VI-2 do not reflect any of the
uncertainties associated with these estimates. (Table VI-2 contains only the estimated
hospital admissions due to asthma which account for over 85% of the estimated total
hospital admissions due to ozone exposure).  These uncertainties need to be explicitly
articulated in order to put the estimates in proper perspective.  Nevertheless, based on
the results presented in these and other similar tables presented in the Staff Paper, the
Panel concluded that there is no "bright line" which distinguishes any of the proposed
standards (either the level or the number of allowable exceedences) as being
significantly more protective of public health.  For example, the differences in the



percent of outdoor children (Table VI-1) responding between the present standard and
the most stringent proposal (8H1EX at 0.07 ppm) are small and their ranges overlap for
all health endpoints.  In Table VI-2, the estimates in row 1, which appeared in the draft
Staff Paper, suggest considerable differences between the several options.  However,
when ozone-aggravated asthma admissions are compared to total asthma admissions
(rows 5 and 6), the differences between the various options are small.  Consequently,
the selection of a specific level and number of allowable exceedences is a policy
judgment.  Although it was the consensus of the Panel that the ranges of
concentrations and allowable exceedences proposed by the Agency were appropriate, 
a number of Panel members expressed "personal" preferences for the level and
number of allowable exceedences.  Of the ten panel members who expressed their
opinions, all ten favored multiple allowable exceedences, three favored a level of 0.08
ppm, one favored the mid to upper range (0.08 - 0.09 ppm), three favored the upper
range (0.09 ppm), one favored a 0.009 - 0.10 ppm range with health advisories issued
when the 8-hour ozone concentration was forecasted to exceed 0.007 ppm, and two
just endorsed the range presented by the Agency as appropriate and stated that the
selection should be a policy decision.  The members who favored the lower numbers
expressed concern over the evidence for chronic deep lung inflammation from the
controlled human and animal exposure studies and the observations of pain on deep
inspiration in some subjects.

     Because there is no apparent threshold for responses and no "bright line" in the
risk assessment, a number of panel members recommended that an expanded air
pollution warning system be initiated so that sensitive individuals can take appropriate
"exposure avoidance" behavior.  Since many areas of the country already have an
infrastructure in place to designate "ozone action days" when voluntary emission
reduction measures are put in place, this idea may be fairly easy to implement.

     It was also the consensus of the Panel that the form of the 8-hr standard be
more robust than the present 1-hour standard.  The present standard is based on an
extreme value statistic which is significantly dependent on stochastic processes such
as extreme meteorological conditions.  The result is that areas which are near
attainment will randomly flip in and out of compliance.   A more robust, concentration-based form
will minimize the "flip-flops," and provide some insulation from the impacts
of extreme meteorological events.  The Panel also endorses the staff recommendation
for creating a "too close to call" category.

     Since the last ozone NAAQS review, the scientific community has made great
strides in their understanding of the health effects of ozone exposure because of
ongoing research programs.  Panel members were very impressed with how much
more we understand now as compared to the prior round.  Nevertheless, there are still
many gaps in our knowledge and large uncertainties in many of the assessments.  For
example, there is little information available on the frequency of human activity patterns
involving outdoor physical exercise.  Little is also known about the possible chronic
health impacts of ozone exposure over a period of many years.  In addition, there is no



clear understanding of the significance of the inflammatory response inferred from the
broncholavage data.  Panel members stated, however, that the scientific community is
now in a position to frame the questions that need to be better resolved so the
uncertainties can be reduced before the next ozone review in 5 years.  For this reason,
it is important that research efforts on the health and ecological effects of ozone not be
reduced because we have come to closure on this review.

     CASAC would appreciate being kept informed of progress on establishing a
revised or new ozone standard, and plans for research on ozone effects.  Please do
not hesitate to contact me if CASAC can be of further assistance in this matter.  We
look forward to receiving the revisions of the secondary standard portion of the Staff
Paper.

                                                       Sincerely,

                                                   Dr. George T. Wolff, Chair
                                         Clean Air Scientific Advisory Committee                  
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                                  Table VI-2 (revised)
         ESTIMATED HOSPITAL ADMISSIONS FOR ASTHMATICS IN THE NEW YORK
CITY AREA

1H1EX
0.12
1H1EX
0.10
8H1EX
0.10
8H1EX
0.09
8H1EX
0.08
8H1EX
0.07
8H5EX
0.09
8H5EX
0.08
AS IS

Excess Admissionsa
210
130
240
180
110
60
180
120
=385d

% ^ from present std
0%



-38%
+14%
-14%
-48%
-71%
-14%
-42%
+83%

Excess + backgroundb
890
810
920
860
790
740
860
800
1065e

% ^ from present std
0%
-9%
+3%
-3%
-11%
-17%
-3%
-10%
+20%

All asthma admissionsc
28,295
28,215
28,325
28,265
28,195
28,145
28,265
28,205
28,470f



% ^ from present std
0%
-0.3%
+0.1%
-0.1%
-0.4%
-0.5%
-0.1%
-0.3%
+0.6%

a - excess asthma admissions attributed to ozone levels exceeding a background concentration of
0.04 ppm; from Table VI-2, page 155 in the
     August 1995 OAQPS Draft Staff Paper
b - asthma admissions included in (a) plus those due to background ozone concentrations;
admissions due to background = 1065e - 385d = 680 
c - asthma admissions due to all causes = 28,470f - 385d - Excess Admissions from row 1
d - estimated from Figure V-15, page 125 in the August 1995 OAQPS Draft Staff Paper
e - from page 127, line 13 in the August 1995 OAQPS Draft Staff Paper
f - total admissions from asthma = total asthmatics (365,000 - from page 126, line 24) x
hospitalization rate (78/1000 asthmatics - from page 126,
     line 29
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                               NOTICE

     This report has been written as part of the activities of the Science Advisory Board, a public
advisory
group providing extramural scientific information and advice to the Administrator and other
officials of the
Environmental Protection Agency.  The Board is structured to provide balanced, expert
assessment of scientific
matters related to problems facing the Agency.  This report has not been reviewed for approval by
the Agency
and, hence, the contents of this report do not necessarily represent the views and policies of the
Environmental
Protection Agency, nor of other agencies in the Executive Branch of the Federal government, nor
does mention
of trade names or commercial products constitute a recommendation for use.
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